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● Waitaki Boys’ High School
● University of Otago
● Royal New Zealand Air Force
● New Zealand Army
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● LUCK!
● Desire
● Ambition
● Dreams
● Stubborn determination to see it through!

What does it take to succeed?





New Zealand
Video Game

Market



RocketWerkz Studios

● Employs 45 full-time staff in Dunedin
● Investment with TenCent as a partner
● Microsoft (Xbox), Sony (PS4) and Valve (PC)

Extremely diverse staff, both in who they are and 
background - incl. soldiers, diesel mechanics, even chefs!



Why make video games here?

● Digital product - No manufacturing! No shipping!
● Extremely creative
● Multidisciplinary cultures excel
● Cost and lifestyle

New Zealand is a prime location to make video games, but 
lacks the local talent pool to meet future demands



Video Game Development

A video game is a five year IT project that must be done in 
two, where you’ll need to figure out the requirements as 

you go.

If you take too long - your game is obsolete and you start 
from scratch.



The Past | Writing code



The Recent | Writing code easier



The Current | Visual Scripting



The Future | Creativity as the last Bastion...



A Lesson in Teamwork

● NZ Army Teamwork?
● Singaporean Army Teamwork?

A great team balances Task, Group, and Individual needs.



What does it take to succeed?

● Ability to define what success actually is
● The resources to complete it
● Unwavering determination to pull through

Many people will tell you that you can’t do something. 
Make a point of mentally challenging what someone is 
saying when they try and pull your ideas/goals down



Know your fuel!

● What drives you?
● What drives your teammates?

Being know as someone who “gets stuff done” is a very 
valuable attribute. But it counts against you if it is at the 

expense of other people.



High Performing Cultures

How do we get sh…
things done?



Culture is trust

● A culture has to be founded on trust
● Trust people to do their job
● Rule by exception
● People need consistency

How can you expect people to trust your decisions if you 
don’t trust them to action them?



“Real Talk”

● What is really happening?
● What are they really saying?
● What does it take to succeed?

It is very easy to point out what will fail. The hard part is 
finding out what it takes to succeed.



“Blown to Bits”

● The total value of the players can rise—or fall—
dramatically

● Encyclopedia Britannica Lost
● But what did Microsoft win?

Changing industries and business are not zero-sum games



Cautionary Tale: Encyclopedia Britannica

● Founded in 1768
● 1990 sales > USD 650 million
● Executives considered CD-ROM irrelevant
● Microsoft Encarta
● Sold for half its book value in 1996

The most venerable can prove the most vulnerable



“Blown to Bits”

The history, the myths, the shared values, and the 
unreflective presuppositions that define a strong corporate 
culture can blind business leaders to events that do not fit 

into their collective mental framework



For me looking back...

● Each decision on its own probably made no sense
● Decisions made based on what I wanted, not what I 

thought I should do

“The impetus of existing plans is always stronger than the 
impulse to change” “The Guns of August”

Barbara W. Tuchman



“Blown to Bits”

● Even if executives fully grasp the change
● Still face a massive competitive disadvantage 

because they are incumbents

Incumbents are saddled with legacy assets



FOR THOSE SLEEPING
A FINAL THOUGHT!



“Blown to Bits”

● The total value of the players can rise—or fall—
dramatically

● Encyclopedia Britannica Lost
● But what did Microsoft win?

Changing industries and business are not zero-sum games



QUESTIONS!


